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TEST & MEASUREMENT FEATURE

Testing at the IoT Crossroads
Against this evolving regulatory landscape, device designers must continue to
design their IoT devices and systems to comply with mission-critical
requirements. Likewise, each component in the device or system needs to be
designed to meet the specific challenges posed by its environment. Plus, it
must be thoroughly tested for optimized performance and reliability using a
comprehensive and transparent testing approach.
Read More

 

ADVERTISEMENT

Diodes Incorporated AH191x Digital Omnipolar Hall-effect Switches
Offer ultra-low-power omnipolar operation and feature a chopper-stabilized
design that provides superior temperature stability, minimal switch point
drift, and enhanced immunity to physical stress.
Sponsored by Mouser Electronics

 

EMBEDDED SECURITY NEWS
ArtiMinds’ and Wibu’s Robot Programming Solutions Leverage the
Promise of the IIoT
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Wibu-Systems, a security technology provider in software licensing, supported
integration of CodeMeter licensing and security into ArtiMinds’ industrial robot
programming software (RPS) suite.
Read more

ADVERTISEMENT

Engineering Survey
Enter to Win a $100 Amazon Gift Card in time for Christmas!
Sponsored by nVent/Schroff

 

IoT DEVELOPMENT TOOLS AND OPERATING SYSTEMS NEWS
Eurotech to Offer IoT Solutions With Microsoft-Verified Hardware and
Software
Eurotech announced it has joined Microsoft Azure Certified for Internet of
Things (IoT), ensuring customers get IoT solutions with hardware and software
that has been pre-tested and verified to work with Microsoft Azure IoT
services. 
Read more

ADVERTISEMENT

The Current State of Autonomous Vehicles Technology
Autonomous Vehicles is a fast growing market in not just the United States,
but globally Gartner expects multiple launches of autonomous vehicles
around 2020. You’ll want to get ahead of this trend soon, and this webinar
will discuss the key factors you must consider below.
Sponsored by ON Semiconductor

 

EMBEDDED PROCESSING NEWS
Dialog Semiconductor and Flex Logix Establish Partnership for Mixed
Signal Embedded Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (eFPGA)
Dialog Semiconductor, manufacturer of semiconductor based system
solutions, and Flex Logix Technologies, Inc., provider of embedded FPGA hard
IP and software, announced an agreement for Dialog to license Flex Logix’s
EFLX Embedded Field-Programmable Gate Array (eFPGA) technology for use
in semiconductor Integrated Circuits (ICs), and the EFLX Compiler to program
these embedded FPGAs.
Read more

WEBCAST

Get Faster Embedded Java Startup for IoT Apps
Sponsored by: Azul Systems
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A Code Vulnerability - Text Strings
As embedded systems become even more ubiquitous and complex, there is an
increasing concern about security. The term means different things to different
people, but I am thinking of the requirement for systems to be less vulnerable
to tampering.
Read more
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